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Pooch

Grain runs with tail

Begin whittling at this point

Note, curved tail

Begin whittling at the top of back legs as this point will be the widest. Finish with stain, paint on eyes.

Both sides will be the same.
"Hansel"

TRACE PATTERN AND PLACE ON BLOCK AS SHOWN.

MAKE BOTH SIDES THE SAME.

3/4"  1/4"

FRONT & BACK VIEWS

FINISH - DARK BROWN STAIN, WITH WHITE SPOTS FOR EYES. KEEP "HANSEL" LONG AND LOW FOR BEST EFFECT.
Fido

- Tail 1/4" wide.
- Inside ears V-cuts.
- Paws are about 3/8" wide.
- Make V-cuts for toes.

Paint entire dog, except paws, a dark brown then finish by varnishing, to a high gloss.

Beagle

- Grand champion.
- Use 3/4" soft white pine place on block as shown.
- Black or brown—make both sides exactly alike, coloring and shape.
- Shaded sections either black or brown.
Scot

Finish this Scotty by painting all black except for the eyes which are white spots. Do not sandpaper to smooth. Leave angles sharp to give a better effect.

Trace to 1/8" soft wood, as shown here.

Begin at this point.

Note position of legs on this side.

Eyes here

This section is recessed.